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ABSTRACT

The Hurricane Weather Research and Forecasting (HWRF) Model is a dynamical model that has

shown annual improvements in its tropical cyclone (TC) track forecasts as a result of various modifi-

cations. This study focuses on an experimental version of HWRF, called the basin-scale HWRF (HWRF-B),

configured with 1) a large, static outer domain to cover multiple TC basins and 2) multiple sets of high-

resolution movable nests to produce forecasts for several TCs simultaneously. Although HWRF-B and

the operational HWRF produced comparable average track errors for the 2011–14 Atlantic hurricane

seasons, strengths of HWRF-B are identified and linked to its configuration differences. HWRF-B track

forecasts were generally more accurate compared with the operational HWRF when at least one addi-

tional TC was simultaneously active in the Atlantic or east Pacific basins and, in particular, when ad-

ditional TCs were greater than 3500 km away. In addition, at long lead times, HWRF-B average track

errors were lower than for the operational HWRF for TCs initialized north of 258N or west of 608W,

highlighting the sensitivity of TC track forecasts to the location of the operational HWRF’s outermost

domain. A case study, performed on Hurricane Michael, corroborated these HWRF-B strengths.

HWRF-B shows the potential to serve as an effective bridge between regional modeling systems and

next-generational global efforts.

1. Introduction

Tropical cyclone (TC) model forecasts are critical

tools that help forecasters, emergency managers, and

citizens prepare for potentially devastating landfall

events. Currently, the National Hurricane Center

(NHC) of the National Weather Service (NWS) relies

on both coarse-scale global models and finer-scale

regional models to provide numerical guidance for TC

forecasters. Two of the primary National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) dynamical

models used by NHC for numerical forecast guidance

are the Global Forecast System (GFS) for track

forecasts and the Hurricane Weather Research and

Forecasting (HWRF) Model for intensity forecasts

and, to some extent, track forecasts. With support

from NOAA’s Hurricane Forecast Improvement

Project (HFIP; Gall et al. 2013), HWRF intensity

forecasts have improved and met HFIP’s 5-yr in-

tensity goal (Atlas et al. 2015; Gopalakrishnan et al.

2016). HWRF track forecasts have also improved

under HFIP. Recently, Goldenberg et al. (2015)

demonstrated track forecast improvements by con-

figuring a convection-permitting third nest (3-km

horizontal grid spacing) in the 2012 version and im-

proved intensity forecasts by adding more frequent

physics calls in the 2013 version.

Yet, despite recent advancements to the HWRF sys-

tem (Tallapragada et al. 2014b), operational HWRF

track guidance has generally remained inferior to global

model track guidance. The operational HWRF has two

limitations: it is storm centric and has a small outermost

domain. Also, the operational HWRF is only able to use
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one set of high-resolution movable multilevel nests

(MMLNs1; i.e., for one TC or invest2) per forecast cycle

(Zhang et al. 2016). This necessitates individual runs for

each TC/invest (hereafter, tropical systems). In addition to

the one-MMLN limitation, the operationalHWRF features

an outermost domain that lacks the horizontal expanse

to capture critical synoptic-scale features and multiscale

interactions that can influence TC tracks. TC tracks are

primarily determined by the large-scale environment,

especially the large-scale wind fields (e.g., Franklin et al.

1996). Therefore, it is crucial to accurately initialize and

predict the large-scale environment in order to reduce track

errors at longer lead times (Gopalakrishnan et al. 2016).

In an effort to build a more robust HWRF system that

can accommodate future enhancements, an experi-

mental and parallel version of HWRF, called the basin-

scale HWRF (HWRF-B; Zhang et al. 2016), has been

developed by NOAA’s Hurricane Research Division

(HRD) at the Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteoro-

logical Laboratory (AOML), with its partners at the

National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)

Environmental Modeling Center (EMC) and the De-

velopmental Testbed Center (DTC). HWRF-B ad-

dresses some of the shortcomings of the current

operational HWRF configuration with two enhance-

ments. First, by utilizing a much larger outermost do-

main that covers most of the North Atlantic,3 east

Pacific, and central Pacific hurricane basins (Fig. 1), the

HWRF-B domain includes most of the North American

continent, which may reduce errors related to topogra-

phy, land–atmosphere interactions, and the timing/

amplitude of midlatitude weather systems. Second,

HWRF-B may be configured with multiple sets of

MMLNs, giving it the ability to produce high-resolution

forecasts for several tropical systems simultaneously.

Consequently, the importance of multistorm (i.e., TC–

TC) and multiscale interactions may be more rigorously

tested in HWRF-B. The importance of multiple sets of

MMLNs is supported by Zhang et al. (2016), who found

that 81.0% (44.3%) of verifiable forecast cycles in the

Atlantic basin from 2011 to 2014 featured at least two

(three) tropical systems in the Atlantic/east Pacific

basins. Forecast cycles that were limited to a single TC in

the Atlantic basin were uncommon (19.0%).

TC–TC interactions can be split into three categories:

direct, indirect, and remote. Fujiwhara (1921) first

documented direct interactions between TCs, called the

Fujiwhara effect. These binary TC–TC interactions typi-

cally occur when two TCs are less than 1400km (;128)
apart (Brand 1970; Lander and Holland 1993; Carr et al.

1999). In these direct TC–TC interactions, TCs can influ-

ence the steering upon and even rotate around one another,

which can significantly alter tracks. Indirect TC–TC in-

teractions typically occur when two TCs are 158–308 apart
(Carr et al. 1999), so that the environmental outflow of one

TC can induce vertical wind shear over the other, thus af-

fecting the intensity of the second TC (Susca-Lopata et al.

2015). Remote TC–TC interactions are less intuitive, as

information is quickly shared over thousands of kilometers

via synoptic-scale teleconnections. Remote TC–TC in-

teractions are not mentioned in the extensive review by

Carr et al. (1999). Previous studies have noted improvedTC

track forecasts when far-field TCs are present in a global

model domain (Aberson andDeMaria 1994;Aberson 2010,

2011). The HWRF-B configuration can help to provide

insights into all three categories of TC–TC interactions.

This study focuses on how TC forecast tracks are

impacted by the core modifications to HWRF imple-

mented for HWRF-B: 1) a large outermost domain and

2) multiple sets ofMMLNs. Section 2 introduces the two

HWRF model configurations used in this study and

additional data used to supplement the analysis. Section

3 documents track errors for the overall sample and for

individual TCs during the period 2011–14 for HWRF-B

versus the operational HWRF. Section 4 analyzes the

sensitivity of track errors to the number of MMLNs,

the number of tropical systems, and the location of the

outermost domain. Section 5 investigates track errors

for a specific Hurricane Michael forecast and section 6

discusses our conclusions and future areas of study.

2. Model configurations and methodology

The HWRF system was developed at NOAA/NWS/

NCEP in 2007 (Gopalakrishnan et al. 2013) to improve

operational track and intensity forecasts available to op-

erational forecasters and to increase the HFIP com-

munity’s understanding of TCs. A version of this

incrementally evolving system is available at DTC of the

National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR),

which maintains a version of the HWRF system and the

corresponding scientific documentation (Gopalakrishnan

et al. 2010). HWRF-B and the operational HWRF rep-

resent two unique configurations of the same modeling

system (see Table 1 and Fig. 1). Specifically, HWRF-B

1Refer to Zhang et al. (2016) for technical details on MMLNs.
2 An invest is a weak tropical system that lacks the necessary

organization and structure to be considered a TC, but is tracked

by NHC for potential development. Many invests are character-

ized by disorganized positive vorticity or intermittent deep con-

vection (Gray 1998). More information is available online (http://

www.nhc.noaa.gov/aboutgloss.shtml#invest).
3 The NorthAtlantic hurricane basin includes the NorthAtlantic

Ocean, the Caribbean Sea, and the Gulf of Mexico.
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features a large outermost domain and up to nine sets of

MMLNs (computer resources permitting), while the op-

erational HWRF has a much smaller outermost domain

and only one set of MMLNs. Each MMLN is centered

over, and follows, the tropical system of interest to better

resolve its inner-core structure, while the outermost do-

main captures the large-scale environment that the

tropical system interacts with throughout the forecast

(Zhang et al. 2016).

The operational HWRF and HWRF-B versions are

constantly evolving. In this study, the closest versions of

these two systems available at the time were chosen to

investigate track forecasts: the 2013 HWRF-B (HB13;

Zhang et al. 2016) and the 2014 operationalHWRF (H214;

Tallapragada et al. 2014a). Similarities and differences

between the HB13 and H214 configurations are provided

in Table 1.HB13 andH214 are triply nested systemswith a

grid spacing of 27km for the outermost domain and grid

spacings of 9 and 3km for theMMLN (Zhang et al. 2016).

In HB13, the vertical resolution was increased from 42

vertical levels with a model top of 50hPa to 61 vertical

levels with a model top of 2hPa. This increase in vertical

resolution motivated the implementation of these en-

hancements inH214 (and subsequent operational versions

of HWRF) and led to significant track improvements in

H214 over previous versions of HWRF.

HB13 andH214 use the same physics packages (Table 1).

The PBL scheme used in all model domains is a mod-

ified version from the GFS (Hong and Pan 1996;

Gopalakrishnan et al. 2013). Convection is simulated

by a simplified Arakawa–Schubert scheme (SAS; Pan

and Wu 1995). The SAS scheme is turned off in the

innermost domain where clouds are explicitly re-

solved. The microphysics package is the modified

Ferrier scheme (Ferrier 2005). The shortwave and

longwave radiation packages are Geophysical Fluid Dy-

namic Laboratory (GFDL) schemes (Lacis and Hansen

1974; Fels and Schwarzkopf 1975; Schwarzkopf and Fels

FIG. 1. Examples of outermost domains and MMLNs in (a) HWRF-B and (b) operational

HWRF. The red circle denotes a radius of 3500 km around TC 0. In (a), MMLNs are con-

figured for all four TCs. In (b), one MMLN is configured for TC 0.
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1991). The surface-layer package is also a GFDL scheme

(Kurihara and Tuleya 1974; Sirutis and Miyakoda 1990).

Finally, the land surface is represented by a simple

GFDL slab scheme (Tuleya 1994). A detailed discussion

of the physics schemes used in the HWRF systems is

provided in Gopalakrishnan et al. (2011), Yeh et al.

(2012), Zhang et al. (2016), and the online HWRF sci-

entific documentation.

Table 1 and Fig. 1 highlight the four important dis-

tinctions of HB13 versusH214. HB13 has 1) a large, static

outermost domain; 2) the capacity to forecast multiple

tropical systems simultaneously through the use of sev-

eral sets ofMMLNs; 3) no ocean coupling; and 4) no data

assimilation. The first two differences are the primary

focuses of this study. The H214 outermost domain

(;808 3 ;808) is centered on the TC of interest at the

initial time of each forecast cycle (Fig. 1b). The HB13

outermost domain spans almost 1808 in longitude and 808
in latitude, which covers close to a quarter of the globe

(Fig. 1a). Current computational resources allowHB13 to

support up to four sets of MMLNs (Fig. 1a), which are

assigned to active tropical systems at the initial forecast

time.4 H214, which is configured with just one MMLN,

can only forecast one tropical system at high resolution

per model run (e.g., TC 0 in Fig. 1b). For example, if four

TCs are active for a particular forecast cycle (as in

Fig. 1b), H214 would need to run four times to

produce a high-resolution forecast for each tropical

system. Tropical systems that developed after the fore-

cast initial time are not assignedMMLNs in eithermodel.

Operational versions of HWRF (e.g., H214) are con-

figured with ocean coupling (i.e., two-way interaction

between the ocean and atmosphere). In H214, the

Princeton Ocean Model (POM) is coupled to the atmo-

sphere in the 27- and 9-km domains, is downscaled in the

3-km domain, and is capable of forecasting the impact of

the atmosphere, including TCs, on the ocean (Yablonsky

et al. 2015). HB13 does not include ocean coupling and,

therefore, is limited to one-way ocean-to-atmosphere

forcing (i.e., the ocean is notmodified during the forecast).

However, with regard to TC forecasts, the issue is not how

the TC modifies the ocean (e.g., cold wake), but, rather,

how the modified ocean then impacts the TC forecast. As

some studies have shown, the coldwake produced by aTC

can have a significant impact on a TCwhen the TC is slow

moving, large, and/or intense, particularly when themixed

layer is shallow (Bender and Ginis 2000; Yablonsky and

Ginis 2009; Halliwell et al. 2015). For example, Zhang

et al. (2016) found that intensity forecasts for Leslie, a

large and slow-moving hurricane, dramatically improved

when ocean couplingwas employed. The data assimilation

package featured in H214 is also absent in HB13. In

H214, a gridpoint statistical interpolation (GSI) method is

used to assimilate data in the 9- and 3-km domains (i.e.,

the MMLN). Zou et al. (2013) showed that the impact of

data assimilation on track forecasts is minimal. Both

models include the vortex-relocation-based methodology

proposed in Kurihara et al. (1993).

It is important to note that the individual impacts of

the configuration differences between HB13 and H214

(i.e., size of outermost domain, number of MMLNs,

TABLE 1. Configuration options for HB13 and H214. Options that differ between HB13 and H214 are set in boldface.

Configuration options HB13 H214

Domains 27 km: 178.2° 3 77.6° 27 km: 77.6° 3 77.6°
9 km: 10.6° 3 10.2° 9 km: 12.0° 3 12.0°
3 km: 6.1° 3 5.4° 3 km: 7.1° 3 7.1°

Data assimilation No GSI Hybrid GSI

Ocean coupling Static SST 27/9 km: yes
3 km: downscaled

Multistorm Yes (up to four) No

Model top 2 hPa Same as HB13

Vertical levels 61 Same as HB13

Vortex initialization At 3 km Same as HB13

Physics schemes:

Microphysics Modified Ferrier (high resolution) Same as HB13

Radiation GFDL Same as HB13

Convection 27/9 km: SAS, shallow Same as HB13

3 km: none

Boundary layer Modified GFS Same as HB13

Land surface GFDL slab Same as HB13

Surface layer GFDL Same as HB13

4 If more than four tropical systems are active, priority for

MMLN is Atlantic TCs, eastern Pacific TCs, Atlantic invests, and

eastern Pacific invests, in that order.
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ocean coupling, and data assimilation) are difficult to

resolve in this analysis because of the nature of the

model runs. Limited computing resources prevented

rigorous investigation into the sensitivity of track fore-

casts to these separate configuration options.

The NHC postprocessed best track (‘‘BEST’’) is used

as the true TC location and intensity to calculate track

errors in model forecasts (Rappaport et al. 2009). Track

or intensity improvement,5 defined as

Improvement5 1003

�
12

HB13

H214

�
, (1)

is used to compare track and intensity forecasts from

these two models, where HB13 and H214 represent the

average track or intensity errors from each model, re-

spectively, and H214 is the baseline by which improve-

ment ismeasured. Negative improvement is referred to as

degradation. In this study, track/intensity improvement

(degradation) indicates that HB13 produces lower

(higher) track/intensity errors than H214. Statistical sig-

nificance is calculated via a two-tailed Student’s t test, for

which sample sizes are reduced based on 24-h serial cor-

relation (e.g., Aberson and DeMaria 1994; Goldenberg

et al. 2015). The thresholds for statistical significance are

set to 90% and 95% throughout the study. The frequency

of superior performance (FSP; Velden and Goldenberg

1987; Goldenberg et al. 2015) indicates how often each

model produces better forecasts.6

Finally, to illustrate the importance of the outermost

domain size and multiple sets of MMLNs, a case study is

performed on Hurricane Michael for the forecast cycle

initialized at 0600 UTC 4 September 2012. GFS analysis

(GFSA; http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/GFS/doc.php)

represents concurrent observations at all model valid

times. GFSAfields have a horizontal grid spacing of 0.58.
TC vortices are removed using the methodology of

Kurihara et al. (1993).

3. Track verification

Track forecast errors for most 2011–14 Atlantic basin

TCs (58 of 637) are examined in this study (see the online

supplement to this article for more information about

these 58 TCs). For these TCs, tracks are provided in

Fig. 2. The 4-yr sample includes 1119 individual forecasts,

of which 861 (76.9%) and 296 (26.5%) verify at 24 and

120h, respectively. The TCs cover a large portion of the

North Atlantic basin and include tropical depressions,

tropical storms, hurricanes (categories 1–5), subtropical

depressions, and subtropical storms. Although forecasts

weremade for all tropical systems, the results in this study

follow NHC verification guidelines (http://www.nhc.

noaa.gov/verification/), which state that location (i.e.,

track) and intensity are verified only for the cases where a

system is a TC at the initial forecast time and the verifi-

cation time (Cangialosi and Franklin 2016).

Absolute track errors are comparable for HB13 and

H214 at all lead times (Fig. 3a). In Fig. 3b, track im-

provements versus H214 and FSP are presented for the

full sample of TCs in the Atlantic basin during the pe-

riod 2011–14 (figure adapted from Zhang et al. 2016).

For 1119 forecasts, HB13 and H214 track errors are

comparable at most lead times. HB13 shows track im-

provement compared with H214 by 8% at 12 h, which is

significant at the 95% confidence level. Upon closer

inspection, HB13 track improvements at 12 h could be

related to a better representation of the TC intensity

without data assimilation (see Fig. 7a in Zhang et al.

2016). Issues with TC intensities in the earliest H214

lead times might be related to the ‘‘spindown’’ problem

documented in the HWRF system (Gopalakrishnan

et al. 2012; Vukicevic et al. 2013). The FSP closely fol-

lows the shape of the HB13 track improvement, which

points to the overall similarity of the performance of the

two models, even at longer lead times.

HB13 and H214 track errors were also examined for

every Atlantic basin TC individually for 2011–14 (not

shown). It is clear that track errors and the relative per-

formance of the two models vary considerably from one

TC to the next. For some TCs, a given model may re-

peatedly issue forecasts with large or small track errors.

From the perspective of a TC forecaster, one model

might be preferred over another based on which per-

forms better on a TC-by-TC (i.e., storm by storm) basis.

Accordingly, a storm-by-storm FSP (SFSP) is introduced

to compare track errors averaged for each TC at all lead

times. This statistic is closely related to FSP, except that it

compares the performance of the two models storm by

storm rather than case by case. SFSP (Fig. 4) gives the

percentage of TCs for which HB13 produces lower mean

track errors compared with H214. To select TCs with a

significant number of forecasts, TCs with small case

numbers (the bottom third) were dropped at each lead

time from the SFSP analysis. The minimum case number

threshold is given for each forecast lead time in Fig. 4.

5 The equation for ‘‘improvement’’ is identical to the equation

for ‘‘skill score’’ (http://glossary.ametsoc.org/wiki/Skill).
6 One count is given to a model for each superior forecast and 0.5

count is given to bothmodels for a tie. For example, an FSP of 50%

indicates that HB13 has the same number of superior and inferior

forecasts as H214. An FSP of .50% (,50%) indicates HB13 has

more (fewer) superior forecasts than H214.
7 The five TCs not included in this study were minor, short-lived

systems that had minimal impact on the overall average track er-

rors, especially at medium- and long-range lead times.
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On a TC-by-TC basis, HB13 track errors are smaller for

70% of TCs at 12h. From 12 to 96h, SFSP exhibits a

notable downward trend. By 120h, SFSP increases up to

60%. This is an interesting result sinceHB13 track errors,

averaged for all forecasts, showed degradation at 120h

(Fig. 3b). HB13 track degradation and higher SFSP at

120h indicate that HB13 produces relatively large track

errors for a few TCs (see Fig. 5). But, overall, HB13 track

forecasts are more accurate than H214 at 120h for the

majority of TCs.

HB13 andH214 track errors at 120 h are compared for

each individual TC (Fig. 5), which illustrates the

FIG. 3. (a) Track error and (b) track improvement (vs H214) are shown for Atlantic basin TC forecasts from

HB13 (blue squares) and H214 (red circles) for 2011–14. FSP is shown for HB13 vs H214 (blue dashed). The

number of cases at each lead time is given at the top of each column. HB13 track improvements that are significant

at the 95% (90%) confidence level are marked with black (cyan).

FIG. 2. Complete tracks and intensities for the 58Atlantic basin TCs from 2011 to 2014 used

in this study. BEST intensities are color coded based on classification. TC classifications in-

clude tropical depression (TD), tropical storm (TS), subtropical depression (SD), subtropical

storm (SS), category 1 hurricane (H1), category 2 hurricane (H2), category 3 hurricane (H3),

and category 4 hurricane (H4). The classification is considered not applicable (NA) if a sys-

tem loses TC status during its lifetime. Thicker tracks and boldface letters represent Michael

(M) (see section 5) and the four ‘‘problem’’ TCs (see section 3), Gonzalo (G), Humberto (H),

Leslie (L), and Ophelia (O).
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variability of average and relative track errors from one

TC to the next. For 2011–14, the average NHC official

track error was ;400km at 120h. For some TCs (e.g.,

Edouard), both models produced track errors less than

400km at 120 h, while, in the case of Philippe, both

models produced track errors over 540 km. In a few

cases, such as Michael and Irene, HB13 (H214) pro-

duced track errors less (greater) than 400 km at 120 h.

The opposite is true for Katia.

Stratifications can help identify meaningful subsets of

the full sample. For example, it is useful to identify cases

with relatively poor (‘‘outlier’’) track forecasts that might

be associated with HB13 configuration deficiencies (i.e.,

no ocean coupling and no data assimilation). Although

these deficiencies are important to address in future

versions ofHWRF-B, the goal of this study is to assess the

impact of HWRF-B’s core modifications on track fore-

casts. Intensity forecast degradation at 12- or 24-h lead

times and overall track forecast degradation were used to

identify four ‘‘problem’’ TCs that may have been im-

pacted by a lack of ocean coupling and data assimilation:

Humberto, Gonzalo, Leslie, and Ophelia (see Fig. 2 for

tracks). These four problem TCs represent 13.5% of the

total sample, and, yet, they have a disproportionately

large negative impact on the overall HB13 track errors.

While HB13 track forecasts degrade for each of these

TCs for most lead times (Figs. 6a–d), HB13 intensity er-

rors are much more variable (Figs. 6e–h). For example,

the HB13 intensity improvement for Ophelia is.20% at

48–72h. Conversely, the intensity degradation for Leslie

is .120% at 60–96h. Zhang et al. (2016) showed that

extremely poor intensity forecasts for Leslie, a large,

slow-moving TC, were associated with a lack of ocean

coupling in HB13. Without the damping effects of the

cold wake, Leslie forecasts with HB13 had a large posi-

tive intensity bias. Further research is necessary to un-

derstand the impact of ocean coupling and/or data

assimilation on HWRF-B forecasts. These outlier TCs

should be leveraged to advance future versions of

HWRF-B.

4. HWRF-B track sensitivities

a. Sensitivity to multiple TCs

An important difference between HWRF-B and the

operational HWRF is the number of tropical systems

captured by the outermost domain. Since the opera-

tional HWRF runs independently for each tropical sys-

tem at each forecast cycle, a storm-centric approach was

FIG. 4. The SFSP for HB13 vs H214. Values above 50% indicate

forecasts where HB13 is superior for more TCs than H214. The

number of TCs at each lead time is given at the top of each column

with the minimum number of cases required for each TC to be

included in the analysis at each lead time in parentheses.

FIG. 5. HB13 (blue) andH214 (red) 120-h track errors for individual TCs. Those with fewer

than four cases at 120 h are ignored. The number of cases for each TC is given at the top of

each column. The NHC official average annual track error (400 km) at 120 h for the 2015

season is indicated by a dashed line.
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employed to study the impact of multiple tropical sys-

tems on track forecasts in the Atlantic basin. The num-

ber of additional tropical systems that were present in

the Atlantic and east Pacific basins at any lead time

(nTC) was counted for each verifiable TC forecast in the

Atlantic basin. When stratifying by initial time, MMLNs

were initialized for up to four tropical systems in HB13.

When stratifying by verification time, the number of

MMLNs still depends on the number of tropical systems

present at the initial time and, therefore, was variable.

Tropical systems that developed after the forecast initial

time were not assigned MMLNs in either model. Simply

stratifying by nTC at the initial time resulted in com-

parable HB13 andH214 track errors (not shown), which

casts doubt on the importance of multiple MMLNs to

track forecasts in HB13. However, stratifying by nTC at

the verification time appears to have a positive impact

on track forecasts and the remainder of this section ex-

amines these results.

When nTC $ 1, the vast majority of the HB13 fore-

casts were retained. Compared with the Fig. 3b results,

the HB13 track forecasts showed improvement at

medium-range (i.e., 48–84h) lead times (Fig. 7a). Half of

all cases had nTC$ 2, and HB13 track forecasts showed

slightly larger improvements at medium-range lead

times. In fact, HB13 track forecasts show improvement

and FSP is .50% between 12 and 84h for nTC $ 2. In

both stratifications, HB13 shows significant improve-

ment over H214 at 12 h. Results for nTC $ 3 are not

shown because of the low number of cases.

An interesting stratification is to consider how the

interaction between TCs that are thousands of kilome-

ters apart (i.e., remote TC–TC interactions) impacts

track improvement. The red-dashed circle in Fig. 1 is

FIG. 6. (left) Track improvement and (right) intensity improvement from HB13 (blue squares) and H214 (red

circles) for the four problem TCs: (a),(e) Ophelia, (b),(f) Leslie, (c),(g) Humberto, and (d),(h) Gonzalo. The

number of cases at each lead time is given at the top of each column.
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centered on TC 0 (i.e., the TC being verified), has a ra-

dius of 3500km, and is an approximate threshold for the

region in which the operational HWRF can fully

resolve a tropical system in its outermost domain, albeit

at low resolution. Additional tropical systems outside

of this 3500-km radius are considered ‘‘far-field tropi-

cal systems’’ (e.g., TC 2 and TC 3). The operational

HWRF relies on the GFS boundary conditions to de-

liver information from far-field tropical systems to its

outermost domain. A number of different radii were

tested to define far-field tropical systems, with robust

results between 3000 and 4000 km. Although TC 1 does

not have its ownMMLN in the operational HWRF, this

system is still captured fully by the outermost domain

and is not considered a far-field tropical system

(Fig. 1b). The HWRF-B configuration fosters more

natural information exchange between far-field tropi-

cal systems and the TC being verified by eliminating

boundary-induced errors and by using the high-

resolution MMLN for tropical systems present at the

initial time.

The number of far-field tropical systems present at the

verification time was used to stratify track improve-

ments (Fig. 8). When one or more far-field tropical

systems were present,;2/3 of the forecasts were retained

(Fig. 8a). HB13 track improvement at 12 h is significant

at the 95% confidence level. Compared with forecast

results for the full sample (Fig. 3b), where HB13 showed

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 3b, but for (a) $1 additional TC/invest in the Atlantic or eastern Pacific basins and (b) $2

additional TCs/invests in the Atlantic or eastern Pacific basins.

FIG. 8. As in Fig. 3b, but for (a)$1 additional far-field TC/invest in the Atlantic or eastern Pacific basins and (b)$2

additional far-field TCs/invests in the Atlantic or eastern Pacific basins.
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degradation for almost all lead times after 24h, HB13

showed less track degradation and even slight track im-

provement for the stratified sample at most lead times

(Fig. 8a). Upon closer inspection, higher average H214

track errors (not lower average HB13 track errors) in the

presence of far-field tropical systems are responsible for

the increase in HB13 track improvement (not shown).

When two or more far-field tropical systems were present

(Fig. 8b), the sample was reduced by ;3/4, and the HB13

track forecasts show improvement over H214 at all

forecast times. In fact, HB13 track improvements in

Fig. 8b are significant at the 90% confidence level at 12,

24, 36, and 84h. HB13 track improvement at long lead

times is considerably higher for this stratification than for

the full sample (see Fig. 3b).

b. Sensitivity to outer domain location

In the operational HWRF, the outermost domain is

roughly centered on each individual TC at the initial time

for each forecast cycle. Therefore, the initial location of

each TC can be used as a proxy for the center of the

outermost domain. In Fig. 9, TC initial locations are

binned into 58 3 58 tiles spanning the Atlantic basin,

and the corresponding track improvements for various

lead times are averaged for each tile. Differences be-

tweenHB13 andH214 are then calculated for each 58 3
58 tile at 24, 72, and 120 h. Regardless of lead time, track

improvement exhibits strong variability based on the

longitudinal location of the H214 outermost domain.

While clusters of track improvements and track deg-

radations are highlighted below, the details reveal

sharp gradients. In addition, track improvement in

some tiles reflects only one TC. For example, the tiles

centered on 37.58N, 27.58W and 32.58N, 27.58W include

only Nadine forecasts.

At 24 h, HB13 track forecasts show improvement over

H214 in the central North Atlantic, and, more generally,

the east Atlantic (Fig. 9a). By 120 h, this relationship has

reversed and H214 exhibits greater than 20% track im-

provement over HB13 for many tiles in this same region

(Fig. 9c). In particular, most tiles in the central North

Atlantic show track degradation at 120h. In the Carib-

bean Sea, the opposite trend is observed, with HB13

track degradation (track improvement) at 24 h (120 h).

Track improvements in theGulf ofMexico exhibit sharp

gradients at 24 h, with HB13 track improvement (track

degradation) in the northeast and southwest (northwest

and southeast) Gulf of Mexico. By 72h, HB13 track

forecasts show degradation for most of the Gulf of

Mexico, but the case numbers are very low (Fig. 9b). A

few tiles with a large number of cases consistently ex-

hibit track improvement or track degradation (Fig. 9).

For example, HB13 track forecasts consistently show

improvement of at least 15% in the western Atlantic to

the north of Hispanola (22.58N, 72.58W). On the other

hand, HB13 track forecasts consistently show degrada-

tion of at least 10% to the east of the Lesser Antilles

(17.58N, 52.58W).

For the most part, HB13 track forecasts demonstrate

improvement in the western portion (west of 608W) of

the Atlantic basin (i.e., western Atlantic, Caribbean

Sea, and Gulf of Mexico) at longer lead times (Fig. 9c).

Track forecasts exhibit improvement in 10 of 15 tiles in

this region andmight reflect a benefit of the large HB13

outermost domain. When TCs are initialized in the

western portion of the basin, surface fluxes from land

(i.e., North America) may influence TC tracks. Since

the H214 outermost domain may only include a portion

of North America, it relies upon the GFS boundary

conditions to deliver crucial information about the land

surface. Conversely, HB13 includes most of North

America in every forecast and may produce more re-

alistic land–atmosphere interactions at long lead times.

HB13 track forecasts show degradation in the eastern

Atlantic at long lead times. In this region, the H214

outermost domain is typically situated over ocean,

which limits errors related to land processes. In-

terestingly, when tiles are calculated for the eastern

Pacific (not shown), a similar polarity in track im-

provements is observed, with HB13 track forecasts

outperforming H214 near North America at longer

lead times. Preliminary analysis of HB13 track fore-

casts in the eastern Pacific was presented in Zhang

et al. (2016).

Although not immediately evident in Fig. 9, track

forecasts are sensitive to the latitude of the outermost

domain center. HB13 track forecasts show improvement

of .5% after 72 h for TCs that were initialized at or

north of 258N (Fig. 11a). Track forecasts exhibit im-

provement at most lead times when the minimum lati-

tude threshold is moved to 308N (Fig. 10b), with HB13

track improvement near 20% at 96h. Although the in-

fluences of the larger outermost domain and multiple

MMLNs cannot be separated in this study, it is likely

that the larger outermost domain in HB13 captures

more of the critical evolution in themidlatitude synoptic

environment.

In the northern portion of the Atlantic basin, ocean

coupling in H214 does not appear to be as important to

TC track forecasts as the synoptic-scale interactions

captured by theHB13 outermost domain. TCs located in

the northern portion of the Atlantic basin typically ac-

celerate as they are steered by the midlatitude flow. A

faster forward speed drastically decreases the impact

of a TC on the ocean and also reduces the chance that

any TC-induced changes in the ocean will impact the
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TC, thus reducing the importance of ocean coupling for

track forecasts in those cases (Halliwell et al. 2015).

5. Hurricane Michael case study

The stratifications investigated in section 4 showed

track improvement for HB13 relative to H214 in

forecasts initialized in the northern part of the Atlantic

basin and those with multiple tropical systems. These

stratifications were used to identify interesting TC track

forecasts. Several of these TC track forecasts fromHB13

were investigated in detail. For example, HB13 showed

significant track improvement for Hurricane Nadine,

even producingmore accurate track forecasts than GFS.

FIG. 9. Spatial variability of HB13 track improvement (%) based on TC initial location

divided into 58 3 58 tiles. Track improvement is indicated by color and case numbers are

shown in the center of each tile.
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Cases for Hurricane Michael clearly demonstrate the

track improvement that is possible in the HWRF-B sys-

tem and this improvement is discussed in greater detail

here. Michael consistently coexisted with additional

tropical systems and was initialized north of 258N for

every cycle in its lifetime (Kimberlain and Zelinsky

2012). Michael, only the fifth major hurricane in the sat-

ellite era with nontropical origins, moved generally

northward in the North Atlantic before dissipating near

408N (see Fig. 2) and interacted with several synoptic-

scale features, including Hurricane Leslie to its west.

The forecast cycle initialized at 0600 UTC 4 Sep-

tember 2012 was a difficult track forecast that exem-

plified the two stratifications discussed in section 4. The

initial latitude of Michael was 26.28N and two addi-

tional TCs were present at the initial time: Hurricane

Leslie in the Atlantic basin and Tropical Storm John in

the eastern Pacific. Leslie was previously identified as a

problem TC for HB13 forecasts (see section 3). John

was classified as a far-field TC (.3500 km) relative to

Hurricane Michael. In this forecast cycle, Michael was

initialized as a minimal tropical storm and intensified

by 65 kt (1 kt 5 0.51m s21) (to major hurricane status)

in the next 54 h (Kimberlain and Zelinsky 2012). The

track forecast was complex with Michael propagating

to the northwest for the first 24 h, turning to the

northeast from 24 to 72 h, and, finally, curving back to

the northwest for the last 48 h of the forecast (Fig. 11a).

This forecast represents HB13’s lowest 120-h track

error in the sample (12 km). Although the GFS 120-h

track error is in excess of 200 km, this model captures

the ‘‘S’’ shape of the track better than HB13. It should

be noted that the 72-h HB13 track error is more than

double that from GFS. By contrast, the H214 forecast

was quite poor, with a track error of 284 km (347 km) at

72 h (120 h). H214 failed to predict the northeast

propagation of Michael. Additionally, HB13 inten-

sity errors were much lower than those from H214

(Fig. 11b). Although HB13 missed the rapid intensifi-

cation of Michael between 36 and 60 h, the intensity at

long lead times is very close to BEST. Conversely,

H214 predicted a weak system through 90 h and never

intensified Michael above 60 kt.

Geopotential height at 500 hPa (HGT500) may be

employed as a first guess of the environmental steering

flow to predict TC motion (Riehl et al. 1956; Pike 1985).

GFSA HGT500, which represents the observations, is

shown for 72- and 120-h lead times (Figs. 12a,b). A

midlatitude trough was responsible for the northeast

motion of Michael, which is observed downstream of

this TC by 72h. Prior to 72h, this midlatitude trough

provided a region of weak steering and low vertical wind

shear, which allowed Michael to reach its maximum

intensity. By 120 h, a short-wave ridge developed to the

west of Michael, which had steered this TC back to the

northwest.

The HGT500 fields for HB13 and H214, and differ-

ences of those fields from GFSA at the corresponding

valid times, are compared to understand how these

models predicted the synoptic-scale environment in the

vicinity of Michael (Figs. 12c–f). North of ;408N,

HGT500 errors were similar in amplitude and location.

In fact, these errors were of slightly higher amplitude in

HB13, despite the better track forecast. South of;408N,

H214 produced negative HGT500 errors (i.e., a deeper

trough) northeast of Michael at 120 h (Fig. 12f).

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 3b, but for TCs that are initialized at or north of (a) 258 and (b) 308N. Note: the y-axis limits have

changed from Fig. 3b.
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However, it is unclear if this feature was responsible for

the large track errors associated with H214. Both HB13

andH214 exhibit negative HGT500 errors to the west of

Michael in association with Leslie.

Given the difficulties involved with the interpretation

of the HGT500 errors, additional tropospheric in-

formation provided by the 850–250-hPa layer-mean

winds, or deep steering flow, was necessary to better

understand model track forecasts. Deep-layer mean

flows, used here as a proxy for TC steering (Miller 1958),

at 96h reveal consistentlyweak steering flowamplitudes,
2.5ms21 in the vicinity of Michael (Fig. 13). In GFSA,

Michael moved along the eastern flank of a deep-layer

trough (Fig. 13a). While HB13 predicted this deep-layer

trough accurately (Fig. 13b), the H214 forecast

produced a cutoff trough (288N, 478W) to the southwest

of Michael (Fig. 13c). The west-northwestward propa-

gation of H214 is consistent with the deep steering flow.

These results are robust for mean winds with a top

layer $ 500hPa.

Wu and Wang (2000) proposed a unique approach

for diagnosing TC motion based on potential vorticity

(PV). Following this method, TC motion is estimated

using a least squares method and the wavenumber 1

PV tendency (dPV/dt)1. TC speed and direction pre-

dicted by 500 hPa (dPV/dt)1 were consistent with

forecast tracks. At 96 h, the HB13 motion was

1.89m s21 at a heading of 328 and the H214 motion was

3.16m s21 at 2888 (Fig. 14). The slow TC speeds were

reflective of the weak steering region in which Michael

was embedded, and TC directions were consistent with

the deep steering flow (Fig. 13). The success of this

method extends to most other lead times for H214 and

HB13 (not shown).

6. Discussion and conclusions

HWRF-B, a parallel effort to the operational HWRF,

shows promise as a TC-forecasting system and targets

TC interactions with other TCs and with the large-scale

environment. HWRF-B is configured with a large, static

outermost domain and multiple sets of MMLNs, which

allows for simultaneous high-resolution forecasts of

several tropical systems, whereas the operational

HWRF is restricted to a smaller storm-centric outermost

domain and one set of MMLNs, allowing a high-

resolution forecast of only one active tropical system

per run. In this study, the 2013 HWRF-B (HB13) and

the 2014 operational HWRF (H214) were directly

compared to assess the impact of the HWRF-B en-

hanced configurations. Despite comparable overall

mean track forecast errors to H214 in the Atlantic basin,

HB13 is still preferable since a single run can simulta-

neously accommodate high-resolution forecasts for

multiple tropical systems in the Atlantic and eastern

Pacific basins. Meaningful stratifications were identified

to test the impact of these configuration differences on

HB13 track improvement (vs H214) and to find

strengths and weaknesses of HB13 that will guide future

HWRF-B developments.

Relative to H214, HB13 track forecasts are more ac-

curate when TCs are 1) accompanied by far-field tropi-

cal systems (.3500km from the TC being verified) and

2) initialized in the northern (north of 258N) or western

FIG. 11. (a) Track forecasts and (b) intensity forecasts for HurricaneMichael (AL132012) initialized at 0600UTC

4 Sep 2012 for three different models: HB13 (blue), H214 (red), and GFS (green). BEST is shown in black. As

a reference, 72-h locations are marked in yellow.
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(west of 608W) portion of the Atlantic basin. These ad-

vantages suggest that the large outermost domain and

multiple sets of MMLNs in HB13 are both important to

TC track forecasts. A case study into HurricaneMichael

on 0600 UTC 4 September 2012 (section 5) further

supported these findings.Michael also demonstrated the

importance of deep steering flow predictions, as

supported HB13 and H214 forecast tracks for that

particular TC. HB13 steering flows were generally

consistent with GFSA, contributing to a track error of

only 12 km at 120 h. Verification of steering flows in the

operational HWRF and HWRF-B will be the focus of a

future project. Hurricane Michael is one of several

cases for which HB13 track forecasts were better than

FIG. 12. GFSAHGT500 is contoured at (a) 0600UTC7 Sep 2012 (72 h) and (b) 0600UTC 9 Sep 2012 (120 h). The

HGT500 for HB13 is contoured and differences from GFSA are shaded (interval is 1 dam) at (c) 72 and (d) 120 h.

TheHGT500 forH214 is contoured and differences fromGFSA are shaded at (e) 72 and (f) 120 h. HB13,H214, and

BEST tracks are shown in blue, red, and black, respectively. The yellow circle corresponds to the verifying TC

location at the given time.
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H214 forecasts. For example, HB13 track forecast er-

rors were lower than H214 for most Hurricane Nadine

forecasts. Nadine was the longest-lived TC in the

dataset and followed a very complex track. An ex-

haustive analysis on several case studies should be ex-

plored in a future study.

FIG. 13. Deep-layer (850–250 hPa) steering flow direction

(streamlines) and amplitude (shading; interval is 1.25m s21) at

0600UTC 8 Sep 2012 (96 h) for (a) GFSA, (b) HB13, and (c) H214.

H3HW, H214, and BEST tracks are shown in blue, red, and black,

respectively. The yellow circle corresponds to the verifying TC

location at the given time.

FIG. 14. Wavenumber 1 of 500-hPa PV tendency (shaded; in-

terval is 0.53 10210 m2 s22 K kg21) at 0600 UTC 8 Sep 2012 (96 h)

for (a) HB13 and (b) H214. The 500-hPa center of Michael is

marked by the asterisk. The black arrow represents the speed and

direction of Michael, calculated as in Wu and Wang (2000).
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HB13 track improvement at 12 h was consistently

significant at 95% and may be linked to poor intensity

initialization stemming from H214 data assimilation.

Additionally, HB13 forecasts demonstrated track im-

provement when the number of additional Atlantic/east

Pacific tropical systems (nTC) $ 1 at the verification

time. Most of this improvement was attributed to the

presence of far-field tropical systems. Far-field tropical

systems, which were quite common during the study

period, were included (not included) in the HB13

(H214) outermost domain. Over 2/3 of all verifiable

forecasts in the Atlantic basin featured at least one far-

field tropical system at the verification time, and HB13

forecasts showed overall track improvement for those

stratifications. Remarkably, HB13 track forecasts

showed improvement of up to 14% in the presence of at

least two far-field tropical systems (Fig. 8). These strik-

ing results strongly suggest an important role for remote

TC–TC interactions that occur over synoptic to plane-

tary scales and are captured by the large outermost

domain of HB13. In a detailed review of TC–TC in-

teractions, Carr et al. (1999) did not mention in-

teractions over such large distances.

Since the results in section 4a are stratified by

the verification time, there was no requirement that the

far-field tropical systems existed at the initial time.

Therefore, some of the far-field tropical systems were

initialized with MMLN and some, since they did not

exist at the initial time, were not. When stratifying by

initial time, nTC does not include tropical systems that

developed midforecast. Although not officially recog-

nized at the initial time (i.e., by NHC), these tropical

systems (or some signature of them) may have been

apparent in the HWRF-B outermost domain during the

forecast. On the other hand, any impact of these far-field

tropical systems could have only been delivered to the

operational HWRF via its GFS boundary conditions.

The mere presence of a far-field tropical system within

the outermost domain at some point during the forecast

cycle appears to be responsible for HB13 track im-

provement versus H214.

If nTC is stratified at the initial time, anMMLNwould

be assigned to each of the additional tropical systems.

Surprisingly, however, HB13 track improvement was

near zero when considering additional MMLNs (i.e.,

nTC$ 1 at 0 h), which suggests that additional MMLNs

are not necessarily important for HB13 improvement

versus H214. Note that the presence of an additional

tropical system at 0 h does not guarantee that it was

present for the duration of the 120-h forecast. If a

tropical system dissipates before the end of the forecast,

the associated MMLN will disappear. Therefore, com-

bined stratification by both initial and verification times

was investigated, but case numbers were too small to

draw conclusions, especially at long lead times. How-

ever, since the sensitivity of the HB13 track improve-

ment to model configuration differences (see section 2)

could not be independently measured, it might be pre-

mature to discount the importance of additional

MMLNs to track forecasts at this time.

The precise mechanisms that govern remote TC–TC

interactions are still unknown. Questions that need fur-

ther research include the following: 1) How is in-

formation from a far-field tropical system exchanged over

long distances during the forecast? 2) Why is this in-

formation lost or distorted at the operational HWRF

lateral boundaries? 3) Do the extra sets of MMLNs

make a difference, or is it more important to simply

capture far-field tropical systems in the outer domain?

One possible explanation for the impact of far-field

tropical systems is that they cause small-amplitude fluc-

tuations in mid- to upper-tropospheric geopotential

height fields that can govern TC steering. The amplitude

of these fluctuations would be similar to boundary-

induced errors, which would effectively prevent a far-

field tropical system from cleanly passing information

through the H214 boundary. A high-resolution repre-

sentation of these far-field tropical systems that develop

midforecast may enhance the long-distance exchange of

information. These results motivate the development of

MMLNs that are able to initiatemidforecast, which could

further refine remote TC–TC interactions in the model.

The importance of a large outermost domain is also

demonstrated by HB13 track improvement for TC

forecasts initialized north of 258N, where midlatitude

flow is more likely to be a critical factor in TC track. In

particular, midlatitude troughs and ridges impose rap-

idly evolving steering flows on TCs propagating out of

the tropics in the North Atlantic Ocean. In H214,

westerly flow can easily propagate through the out-

ermost domain from the western boundary during a

single 5-day forecast. However, the larger outermost

domain of HB13 protects TCs from errors that originate

from the model boundaries. Also, since most TCs ac-

celerate as they approach themidlatitudes, the impact of

ocean feedback, as captured only in a coupled model

(i.e., H214), is likely small for TCs in the northern part of

the Atlantic basin. HB13 track forecasts also generally

show improvement compared with H214 when TCs

were initialized in the western part of the Atlantic basin

(i.e., west of 608W), suggesting the importance of

properly including the North American continent in the

model domain to help track forecasts at long lead times.

Since many TCs initialized in the western part of the

Atlantic basin are recurving to the northeast, HB13 may

have produced more realistic synoptic-scale flow for
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these TCs, and, thus, more accurate track forecasts, in

close proximity to North America.

Unfortunately, computing resources did not allow for

the investigation into the sensitivity of HB13 track

forecasts to the large outermost domain and the number

of MMLNs independently. Thus, the impacts of config-

uration differences could not be explicitly separated in

this study. However, the sensitivity of HWRF-B fore-

casts to these configuration options is crucial to guiding

future model developments. Sensitivity experiments are

under way at HRD with a later version of HWRF-B to

assess the separate impacts of outermost domain size/

location and the number of MMLNs. These HWRF-B

control experiments will be the focus of a future study.

Although some intensity verifications for HB13 were

presented in Zhang et al. (2016), more detailed intensity

verifications will be the focus of future research. Four

problem TCs (Gonzalo, Humberto, Leslie, and

Ophelia), were identified that were associated with

intensity forecast degradation at 12- or 24-h lead times

and overall track degradation. For these problematic

forecasts, HB13 intensity errors may have reflected vor-

tex depth errors and TC structure errors, both of which

can impact track errors. The forecasts from these four

problem TCs should be examined more closely to help

locate possible weaknesses (e.g., ocean coupling and data

assimilation) in HB13 that could be corrected in a later

version. A better understanding of model strengths

(weaknesses) can also be used to communicate a priori to

hurricane specialists certain situations in which themodel

is expected to perform optimally (poorly).

Since HB13 and H214, several upgrades were made to

the HWRF system for the 2016 season (http://www.

dtcenter.org/HurrWRF/users/docs/scientific_documents/

HWRFv3.8a_ScientificDoc.pdf). The 2016HWRF-Bwas

configured with 1) data assimilation on the two innermost

domains; 2) ocean coupling in both the Atlantic and

eastern Pacific basins; 3) horizontal resolutions of 18, 6,

and 2km for the outermost domain and the MMLN, re-

spectively; and 4) model physics upgrades based on

HFIP community recommendations. These upgrades,

combined with the core modifications elucidated in this

study, are likely to further improve track and intensity

forecasts in future versions of the HWRF-B system.

Indeed, initial analysis of the 2016 version of HWRF-B

revealed track improvements of 5%–10% over the

concurrent operational HWRF.

While the eventual goal of NOAA’s Next Generation

Global Prediction System is to unify global models with

high-resolution nests, it is imperative to understand if a

larger domain may be able to improve track prediction

without compromising HWRF intensity forecasts.

HWRF-B is a more flexible and natural modeling

system than the operational HWRF and represents a

pathway forward for hurricane modeling. HWRF-B can

serve as an effective bridge between the current opera-

tional HWRF system and these next-generation global

model efforts at NCEP.
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